CT Interactive`s new jackpot concept Hot Luck enables operators to offer exciting personalized experience in sync with their retention strategies. The new jackpot mechanics gives the opportunity to create massive acquisition by bringing huge engagement for players.
Main features of Hot Luck Jackpot

3-Level Mystery Interactive Jackpot with additional scatter level

Adjustable hit limits for each level

Adjustable bet limits for each level
Hot Luck is 3-level jackpot with bonus screen and additional winnings, coming with the Hot Luck scale.
The scale is situated at the right side of the slot game and with each bet rises until it reaches the top or one of mystery jackpot levels – Minor, Major or Mega – is hit. Then Active mode starts and many scatter winnings are distributed randomly between all active players. The mode is active between 10 - 30 minutes and the duration depends on the number of players. It ends when all the winnings are distributed.

The sign ACTIVE disappears and the scale goes back down.
When playing Hot Luck, the player can enter a special bonus screen and play for one of the three jackpot levels. The bonus screen has 30 gold tiles and the player makes a choice between them. Each tile has a symbol on it which corresponds to one of the jackpot levels and when picked it is moved to the jackpot level, displayed at the top of the screen. When collecting 4 tiles with the same symbols, the player wins the level of the jackpot and the bonus screen closes. The Jackpot`s 3 levels could be won even in the Active mode.
**Hot Luck** is the ultimate tool for operators enabling their players to receive an enhanced experience, with the chance of randomly unlocking more prizes.